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Submit Blog Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales? Submit your blog below if you want to
grow your traffic and revenue. About Blog The web's largest and most active community
resource for Nissan and Infiniti owners and enthusiasts. Discussion, reviews, maintenance, and
more. About Blog Here you will find dedicated and knowledgeable Nissan Owners, member
rides, photo galleries, blogs, technical articles, marketplace, group buys, reviews, installs,
drifting, and links. About Blog Nissanhelp. Twitter followers 5. San Francisco, California, United
States About Blog Reddit is a community of millions of users engaging in the creation of
content and the sharing of conversation across tens of thousands of topics. Find news nissan
latest product launch, pictures, videos and more! A premier community to share your mods and
builds. Chat with like-minded Frontier owners. Come join the discussion on performance,
troubleshooting, accessories, purchasing, maintenance, and more! Come join the discussion
about superchargers, modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, overlanding, towing
capacity, and more! About Blog We're a community dedicated to Nissan Murano owners and
enthusiasts. Discuss specs, safety rating, towing capacity and more! About Blog PathfinderTalk
forum community for owners to discuss maintenance, problems, service for and newer Nissan
Pathfinder. About Blog A forum community dedicated to Nissan Altima owners and enthusiasts.
Come join the discussion about performance, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and more! Come join the discussion about performance, conversions,
modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum
community dedicated to Nissan Rogue sport owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion
about reviews, accessories, modifications, classifieds, troubleshooting, maintenance, and
more! Come join the discussion about performance, modifications, troubleshooting, turbo
upgrades, maintenance, and more! About Blog A forum community dedicated to Nissan Kicks
owners and enthusiasts. Come join the discussion about performance, news, reviews,
modifications, troubleshooting, maintenance, and more! About Blog AriyaForums. About Blog
New Nissan Z community and owner's club. Join the conversation about the new Nissan Z
sports car. We're proud of the hard work we do, both for car shoppers and with the good people
of the automotive industry. Twitter followers About Blog Automotive Message Boards is a
message board and forum community for automobile owners and enthusiasts. About Blog
Expedition Portal is a place for discussions specific to the modification and service of Nissan
vehicles for Expedition travel. Facebook fans Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose
goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers
submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert
editorial team reviews and adds them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy,
blog post frequency freshness , social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other
parameters. Doing blogger outreach or influencer marketing and want to connect with new
influencers in niche markets? Improve your outreach by connecting with authority bloggers in
your domain area. Feedspot media database has over k Influential Bloggers in over niche
categories. Email us us the type of bloggers you want to reach out at anuj feedspot. Top 25
Nissan Forums. Do you want more traffic, leads, and sales? Submit Your Blog. Nissan
Pathfinder Forum About Blog PathfinderTalk forum community for owners to discuss
maintenance, problems, service for and newer Nissan Pathfinder. Nissan Owners Club is the
place to talk about anything Nissan Related! About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a
team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several
niche categories. For Bloggers Submit Your Blog. For Marketers Doing blogger outreach or
influencer marketing and want to connect with new influencers in niche markets? Free Email
Alerts. Continue with Google. They are independent publications and are not affiliated with or
endorsed by Nissan or Infiniti. Material may not be copied or reprinted without written
permission. Advertiser Directory Classifieds Fabricators' Market. Welcome to the Path
Announcements Moderator: volvite. New Members, Sign Off! Post a pic of your ride, tell us
where you're from, what vehicle your Path replaced, etc etc. Moderator: volvite. General
Automotive Anything automotive in nature, be it Nissan or one of those "other" manufacturers.
Praise or Postal? Discuss your dealer buying and servicing experiences here. And just the facts
mam, let's keep the libel to a minimum please. Commercial vendors, ask the Admins first for
permission to post. Pathfinder Of The Month contest. Think your PF can win. All you have to do
is become a member to The Nissan Path and you have a chance. Please read the rules and have
fun. Nissan Transmission FAIL Discussion topics related to the radiator and transmission
failures in all Nissan trucks, education of the public on this issue, and attempts to force Nissan
to start a recall. R52 Engine, Driveline and Powertrain The new gas engine 3. Older Generation
Pathfinders. Styling and handling refined or bland? You decide. Walk the Path. Roaaad Trip!!!
Life on the road is what automobiles were made for, share your road trip stories and pictures
here. Offroad Adventures Use that 4x4 switch on your Path and go get dirty! Photo Gallery

Amateur Photographer? Us too. Post your latest choice shots, doesn't necessarily have to be
automotive related. Moderators: volvite , cruzstyle. Region Specific. Wow is it hot states. The
49th and the 50th state. The surfing state and Wow, is it cold up here state. Forum
Administration. Test Forum 1 This is just a test forum. Classifieds for Non-Pathfinder Anything
and everything else Moderator: volvite. Search for Nissan stuff on ebay! This is our new
member section. Everybody is encouraged to introduce yourself and let us know a little
something about you here. By gloer Started Yesterday at AM. By ooh Started Yesterday at AM.
February 15 HehrohRaRa. January 26 christian. January 15 Halfpath. January 7 benconditt
January 6 mjotrainbrain. Search In. All Activity Home Forums. Forum Guidelines If you are new
here, please read our guidelines before getting started. New People Start Here! General Forums
This is our general forum section. Ask me not what goes here Off-Topic Anything off-topic, not
necessarily about Pathfinders. Keep it clean! Free Parts Got something that you want to give
away? List it here. Parts Wanted Looking for parts? Post your requests here to see who's got
what you're looking for. Vehicles For Sale Sell your rig here UK - England. European Nations.
This is the place to let us all know about it. Recent Topics. Auto transmission - shifting
problems when "cold". Removing Engine with Transmission with crane. Daktari 40 years old.
View all. Recent Status Updates Options. Rich text. February 15 HehrohRaRa Not a very socially
spectacular person but, I can hunt, and dress what I take from the earth to put a meal on my
family's table. I can fish and land enough catch in a couple days to invite all my friends with
their plus one to have a fish fry at our place. If it can be driven, I can drive it! Cooked, I can cook
it! If it ain't clean, I ain't goin! And, if it ain't love and light, it will repel me. That's just the way I
was meant to exist. January 15 Halfpath Barely streetable mostly just a offroad toy. January 7
benconditt Got the tires last year, now i want to lift it and get all new suspension, any good
ideas. January 6 mjotrainbrain Voting for the best truck of is live until the end of January! Get
your votes in now, and don't forget to submit your rig to the TotM threads for cool internet
points! Sign In Sign Up. Nissan's fifth-generation kid-taxi offers a few welcome upgrades, but
not much more. Nissan's three-row Pathfinder has certainly taken a back-seat to more modern
crossovers like the Hyundai Palisade , Kia Telluride , Subaru Ascent and Toyota Highlander. But
Nissan is heading into the model year swinging, debuting a new Pathfinder on Thursday that's
upgraded in all the right places. A lot of folks gave Nissan crap for softening the Pathfinder in
its last generation, breaking from its roots as a rugged off-roader. Now, Nissan pays homage to
the more rugged Pathfinders of yore, and by and large the company's designers have done a
good job of combining old-school touches with the automaker's newer design language. It's a
subtle touch, but it works. That said, we're not really fans of the C-shaped headlights or the
Pathfinder's pug nose, but the overall silhouette is lovely and has a sort of Land Rover vibe. A
new Deep Ocean Blue option isn't available with the floating roof, but looks cool nonetheless.
At the rear, Nissan's designers couldn't really replicate the cool triangular window from the
original two-door Pathfinder, but they at least paid homage to the space with an angled C-pillar.
Around back, the Pathfinder has slim LED taillights, larger badges and a nice, wide stance. The
new Pathfinder has the same At Regardless of model buyers get a 3. Yeah, that's the same
engine and power output as the old SUV, which is kind of a bummer, especially when
competitors are offering turbocharged or electrified options. At least the continuously variable
transmission is out in favor of a new nine-speed automatic. By doing away with the droning
CVT, the Pathfinder should be much more pleasant to drive. Speaking of which, the Pathfinder
can tow 3, pounds in its standard form or 6, pounds with the available tow package. That rating
applies to both front- and all-wheel-drive models. Don't expect any real off-road prowess with
this new Pathfinder. It only has a smidge over 7 inches of ground clearance, there's no
two-speed transfer case and the all-season tires are geared toward pavement. Sure, this
Pathfinder will get you out to the cabin at the lake, but don't go too far off the, uh, path. The
Nissan Safety Shield package is standard on every Pathfinder, and includes automatic
emergency braking, blind-spot warning, rear cross-traffic alert, lane-departure warning,
automatic high beams, rear automatic braking, forward-collision warning, a driver attention
monitor and more. You'll have to pay more for things like blind-spot monitoring, lane-keeping
assist and traffic sign recognition. Nissan's ProPilot Assist comes standard starting at the
Pathfinder's middle trims. This hands-on technology takes care of braking, acceleration and
steering in stop-and-go traffic and on the highway. The top trim adds Navi-Link, which uses
GPS data to slow for curves in the highway or freeway off-ramps. Inside you'll find an optional
The available 9-inch color touchscreen runs Nissan's usual infotainment system, supplemented
by standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Wireless Apple CarPlay is available, but Android
users will have to wait to cut the cord, and Nissan doesn't know when wireless Android Auto
will be offered. If you're willing to pony up some cash you can add wireless charging, one
USB-A port in the third row and a volt power outlet for the second row. The Pathfinder adds a

middle seat to the third row bench, meaning it now has room for eight passengers total. Nissan
doesn't have any interior head- or shoulder-room numbers just yet, but we're willing to bet the
way-back is a tight squeeze. Customers can opt for second-row captain's chairs instead of the
standard bench seat and Nissan says the second row center console can be removed without
any tools, which is pretty dope. The interior looks to favo
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r function over form, with plenty of blocky design lines and flat dark colors. There are a few
cool touches like the pass-through under the center stack and an ever-so-slightly flat-bottomed
steering wheel, but if you want a finely designed interior with luxurious amenities, look
elsewhere. The Pathfinder's interior looks serviceable, but it's hardly modern. Total cargo space
has improved a tiny bit over the previous generation. Behind the third row is Fold those seats
down and the space expands to 45 cubes, a bit less than the With all seats folded down, Nissan
says you can haul 4x8 sheets of plywood, and there's Pricing and fuel economy information will
be released in a few months' time, ahead of the Pathfinder's on-sale date this summer. Climb in
the driver's seat for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly.
Emme Hall. The resemblance to the new Armada SUV is clear. Now playing: Watch this: Nissan
Pathfinder gets better looks and tech for Enlarge Image.

